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Model of particle growth in silane discharges
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The growth of silicon particles in the neutral plasma region of pure silane, rf capacitively coupled, steady-
state discharges is calculated with a homogeneous, plasma-chemistry model. Plasma conditions are typical of
those used in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) device production. SiH3 and SiH3

2 grow into particles
by the step-by-step addition of silicon atoms, primarily due to reactions with SiH3. Attrition of growing SixHm

z

radicals and ions withz charges, which are ‘‘particles’’ for largex, occurs by diffusion of neutral and positively
charged radicals to the electrodes. Rate coefficients for electron, ion, radical, and silane collisions with the
SixHm

z for x51 – 105 are estimated from detailed considerations of the literature and relevant physics. Self-
consistent anion, cation (n1), and electron (ne) densities and charge fluxes are used, and charge neutrality is
maintained. Typicallyn1 /ne>100, which causes a large fraction of neutral particles and thereby a major
particle flux into the growinga-Si:H film. The density of visible particles (x.104) varies many orders of
magnitude with relatively minor changes in discharge power, pressure, and electrode gap. This parameter
dependence agrees with experiment, and by adjusting collision parameters within a reasonable range the
calculated particle densities can be brought into exact agreement with experiment. An additional result of the
model, which has not yet been detected, is that SixHm clusters with 3,x,30 are continuously deposited into
growing films, and for typical conditions yield a very significant fraction~1–10 %! of total film growth.

PACS number~s!: 52.80.2s, 52.65.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) photovoltaics
~PV! or thin-film transistors are most frequently grown fro
dc of rf plasmas in pure silane (SiH4) or SiH4 diluted into
H2. Silicon particles also grow in these plasmas as an u
tended side effect, and some of these are incorporated
devices. This has stimulated a desire to understand
causes and behavior of these particles, and if possibl
control particle incorporation into growing films.

Many particle-in-plasma measurements have been ca
out in noble gas discharges, where the cation density (n1)
equals the electron density (ne). Due to the higher electron
velocity, this causes most of the particles to be negativ
charged and suspended in the plasma by electrostatic fo
@1#. However, this expectation of efficient particle trappi
appears to be misleading for silane discharges, as a large
of 2–8-nm radius (r p) particles have been observed to co
tinuously deposit intoa-Si:H films from rf silane discharge
@2#. Thus, a significant fraction of this size particle mu
become neutral and escape the plasma. The present m
explains why this occurs; in an attaching gas like silanen1

@ne and this causes a large fraction of particles to be n
tral. The model presented here also explains measured tr
in particle growth and density from a recent experiment t
utilized typical device deposition conditions@3#. However,
several other experiments in silane or silane–noble-gas m
tures have reported different results, in particular particle
glomeration. This only occurs for relatively high plasm
charge densities and accompanying large densities of s
particles. The present calculation applies to conditions wh
small-particle densities are much smaller and their agglo

*Also at Quantum Physics Division, NIST.
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eration is not significant. The latter conditions are more r
resentative of those used for the production ofa-Si:H de-
vices.

The question of what role these incorporated Si partic
play in the electronic properties ofa-Si:H devices is not
known, and probably varies with plasma conditions and
vice. It is well known that higher powers or film-growth rate
cause film electronic quality to deteriorate, and as will
shown below particle incorporation increases very rapi
with power. However, there are other factors, such as ca
bombardment and increased heavy-radical contributions
film growth, that also increase with power, and all of the
are onlycorrelations. Ellipsometry observations have show
that particle incorporation can influence the film optic
properties,@4# but this does not prove that electronic quali
under device-production conditions is affected. The partic
are made of the same material~Si and H! as the film, but they
may have a different structure due to the different grow
environment in the plasma.~It seems likely that the isolated
nanocrystals that are sometimes observed ina-Si:H films
were formed in the plasma.! One would expect most prob
lems to occur at the interfaces between particles or clus
and the remaining film, particularly underneath the partic
since the particle and film have different shapes at cont
and this region is shadowed from the plasma and incid
radicals. However, hydrogen might passivate many of th
sites, and until device or film-quality measurements are m
while changing only particle incorporation, the net influen
of particle incorporation remains uncertain. Also, in cas
where microcrystalline films are desired, such as some do
layers of PV cells, one may wish to assist incorporation
crystalline particles. In either event, finding ways to cont
particle incorporation intoa-Si:H films is desirable, and a
primary motivation of this study. This is the first attempt
develop a detailed plasma and chemistry model to und
2690 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 2691MODEL OF PARTICLE GROWTH IN SILANE DISCHARGES
stand particle growth and release intoa-Si:H films.
Since the initial observation of particles in silane d

charges by Rothet al. @5#, and in silicon processing dis
charges by Selwyn@6#, a variety of measurements and mo
els have shown that particles negatively charge and
thereby trapped in the neutral plasma of a rf discharge@7#.
There they grow until of sufficient size to be dragged aw
to pumps by gas flow, perhaps aided by local plasma m
fication at plasma edges where they accumulate@6,8#. These
plasma models have not considered particle losses to
electrodes or the specific conditions of discharges use
producea-Si:H devices. Thus, it came as a surprise that v
ible particles can be continuously deposited intoa-Si:H films
@2#.

It has also become apparent that the appearance of vi
particles suspended in the plasma depends strongly
plasma parameters, often with an abrupt transition as po
or pressure increases@9#. Choi and Kushner have provided
qualitative understanding of the cause of this sensitivity
power and pressure@10#. They note that, in essence, partic
growth competes with diffusive loss and the competition
pends on these parameters. Of course, such diffusive
requires that the particle first become neutralized, so a
model must consider the particle charge distribution that
sults from electron and cation collisions with the particle
This particle charge distribution will be a function of partic
size and then1 /ne ratio, so a viable model must obtain th
ratio versus discharge parameters in the presence of part
This is done here, where the ratio is combined with a co
sional and chemical model for growth from SiH3 and SiH3

2

into SixHm and SixHm
2 clusters and then into~mostly sili-

con! particles.
The present calculation depends on a large numbe

electron, ion, and particle collisional rate coefficients, all
quired versusx and z for SixHm

z particles of chargezq, for
many orders of magnitude ofx. To obtain these a recen
review by Perrin has been heavily utilized and was v
valuable in obtaining what we believe are reasonable va
@11#. ~Neither the review nor the present model would
very realistic without the many studies on which that revi
is based, but these are too numerous to credit here.! How-
ever, these primarily involvex,10 and it has been necessa
to go far beyond the data and theories reviewed there. T
a major portion of this manuscript is devoted to discussi
of the basis of the assumed rate coefficients. Tests are
ported for the sensitivity of the results of changes in some
the least certain values.

II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION

A. Discharge conditions

The primary emphasis is on parallel-plate, capacitive
coupled, rf or high-frequency discharges, for powers a
pressures commonly used for the deposition ofa-Si:H de-
vices. @Typically, silane density is (1015– 1016)/cm3, the
electrode gap is 1–10 cm, and the film-growth rate is 0.1
nm/s#. The calculation also applies, with some modificatio
to the negative-glow region of a dc discharge. Only pu
silane discharges will be treated here; the methods descr
can be extended to the silane/H2 mixtures that are also com
monly used. A neutral plasma typically fills the central 50
re
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80 % of the electrode gap, and particles grow and res
primarily within this region. The sheath between the neut
plasma and electrodes contains a high electric field that
cludes negatively charged particles and rapidly drifts cati
to the electrodes.

Particle growth in the neutral plasmawill be treated with
a homogeneous model, using average electron, ion, and rad
cal densities and temperatures appropriate to this neu
plasma region. In this model negatively charged partic
~anions! are trapped in the discharge, neutral particles c
diffuse to the electrodes, and positively charged partic
~cations! that diffuse into the sheaths drift to the electrode
This particle loss competes with growth, so that particle d
sities are a monotonically decreasing function of parti
size.

In normal deposition discharges, gas flow drifts partic
larger than several nm to the downstream end of the
charge, where they grow tomm size and are eventuall
dragged away to the pumps. The use here of a homogen
model for initial particle growth is reasonable for these d
charges, because the spatial distribution of greater than 1
size particles within the quasineutral plasma region does
greatly effect particle growth and losses. However, it is i
portant to recognize that when effects such as gas flow,
wind, and thermophoresis concentrate particles wit
smaller regions, this will alter the local particle charge b
ance and increase the escape rate, causing fewer partic
grow to visible sizes compared to the present calculation

B. Overview of the model

Particles grow primarily from SiH3
2 anions and SiHm

radicals, first into SixHm
2 ions and SixHm radicals, then with

increasingx into clusters containing multiply bonded silicon
and finally into compact, primarily silicon material with
largely H-terminated surface, equivalent to thea-Si:H mate-
rial that grows on the electrodes.~Crystalized particles are
also possible, and even likely with H2 dilution.! We will use
the word ‘‘particle’’ to describe allx.1, SixHm

z radicals,
clusters, ions, and clumps ofa-Si:H, regardless of size
structure, or charge equal tozq, whereq is the proton charge
We will usen(x,z) to denote the density of SixHm

z, ignoring
the H content of particles and reactants in all parts of th
calculation.

The calculation is carried out by first establishing the de
sities of thex51 particles, and then iteratively calculatin
heavier particle densities from collisions and diffusion
higher particles.A key assumption used is that no collisio
decreases the number ofSi atoms in a particle. As a result,
starting with densitiesn(1,z) for z521,0,21, the n(2,z)
with z51,0,21 can be calculated. Then then(3,z) are cal-
culated using thesen(1,z) and n(2,z), and thisx→x11
iteration is repeated tox560, wherez522 is also stable.
Similar x→x11 iterations are then carried out withz
51,0,21,22 until z523 is stable atx5210, etc. tox
5104 ~particle radiusr p53.6 nm,! or 105 (r p57.8 nm) cor-
responding to measured particle sizes.

For eachx→x11 step the rate of neutral-particle diffu
sive loss competes with the growth rate. Thus, a fractio
attrition of particles occurs for each growth step, and
greater than 104 growth steps are required to produce t
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2692 PRE 62ALAN GALLAGHER
r p.4 nm particles measured in Ref.@3#, the measured par
ticle density is a very rapid function of this fractional attr
tion per step. Small neutral particles diffuse to the electro
much faster than they recharge negatively, so they are lar
lost from the discharge. As particles increase in size
electron-charging rate increases and the diffusion rate
creases, so that neutral-particle losses per growth step
much less severe. However, many growth steps are need
reachx5104, so the predicted density of visible particles
very sensitive to losses at allx values.~Only calculations to
x5104 are presented here, as the density expected for la
x is apparent from this and these calculations were done
a PC, for which iterating tox5105 required 30 min.! In
contrast to this extreme sensitivity of particle density, t
radius growth rate of observable particles varies slowly w
plasma parameters, and often bears a direct relation to3
density@3#.

Radical densities (nr) greatly exceed total cation (n1)
and anion (n2) densities, so radical collisions normal
dominate particle growth. The exception is the growth ox
,100 anions andx,6 cations, which grow primarily from
SiH4 collisions. At low film-growth rate (G), pressure (P),
and electrode gap (L) SiH3 is the only significant radical, so
both radical and SiH4 growth mechanisms add one Si atom
a time to the growing particles.~Similarly, SiH3 dominates
film growth.! However, asG, P, andL increase, higher radi
cals~SixHn with x.1! add significantly to both particle an
film growth. The general case is treated here by calcula
the mixture of light SixHm radicals withx51230, and using
all of their collisions with particles and film to calculate bo
growth rates. It is assumed that when SixHm radicals withx
.1 incorporate into the film or the particles they addx Si
atoms. This appears likely because Si-Si bonds are st
and should remain intact when one Si of the radical attac
to a Si at the film or particle surface. Since we have no dir
knowledge of the probability of SixHm (x.1) incorporation
into either particles or film, it is assumed that this is the sa
for both and independent ofx. This is done primarily to
simplify the calculation, but it appears reasonable within
commonly used model where radical attachment occur
surface dangling bonds. Some effects of these assump
on the results will be discussed below.

The calculation includes particle-particle collisions i
volving all neutral particles withx,30, all positive particles
with x,100 and all negative particle withx,200. Particle-
particle collisions where bothx values are greater than 20
are found to make a negligible contribution to partic
growth for the plasma conditions normally chosen he
However, for conditions that yield a totalx.200 particle
density near the total ion density this ‘‘particle agglome
tion’’ does begin to appear. This sets the validity limit of th
present calculation.

Only steady-state particle densities are calculated in t
paper. As described above, this is done by iteratively obta
ing the n(x,z) densities from then(x8,x,z8) densities,
starting with thex51→2 step. Thus, valid densities of th
x51 particles withz51, 0, and21 are required, and a
particle densities are very sensitive to charging rates it is
essential to utilize reasonable values ofne and n1 . Self-
consistent values have been obtained for these crucial d
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ties as follows. The discharge is described by values forP, L,
and G1 , the film-growth rate due to SiH3 incorporation.
Then the SiH3 density,n(1,0), that is required in the neutra
plasma to yield thisG1 is calculated from diffusion theory
and published Si incorporation-efficiency measureme
~The SiH3 density exceeds that of other SiHn radicals typi-
cally by a factor of 100, because they react rapidly with Si4
@12,13#. This is the same reason that most film deposition
by SiH3.! Next, from radical diffusion theory and publishe
rf-plasma models for the efficiency of electron collision
dissociation of silane,ne is obtained fromG1 . The values of
n(1,1) andn(1,21) are then obtained usingne , rate coeffi-
cients for their formation by electron collision and rates f
their destruction, which is primarily due to collision wit
SiH4. Finally, then1 and n2 values are obtained from th
full calculation by requiring charge neutrality in this neutra
plasma region. This results when the cation density is su
cient to neutralize anions at the rate they are produced, s
anions cannot escape the plasma. As described in Sec.
an adjustable parameter related to cation diffusive loss is
used to obtain exact charge neutrality. The quantitative r
tions used to obtain thene , n(1,1), n(1,0), andn(1,21)
values as functions of the discharge parametersP, L, andG1
are derived in Appendix A.

Equally important to the validity of the results are reaso
able rate coefficients for binary collisions between pairs
the species: electron, cation, anion, silane, radical, and
ticles of all charge and size. The quantitative basis for
values used in the calculation is provided in Appendix
The resulting rate coefficients and typical rates are given
Figs. 1 and 2.

The probability that a particle of sizex will escape as a
neutral or cation depends on the fraction in those cha
states, as opposed to anions that are trapped in the pla
This, in turn, depends on the number of negative charges
can reside on a particle, so it is important to establish at w
x values multiple charging can occur. It is common in t
aerosol field, where this issue is most studied, to recogn
two major constraints on multiple charging of particles@14#.

FIG. 1. Rate coefficients for electron attachment,y56 cation
attachment, andy51 radical attachment to a particle containingx
Si atoms. The particle chargez is indicated by the number by nea
each line, andy is the number of Si atoms in the cation or radica
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PRE 62 2693MODEL OF PARTICLE GROWTH IN SILANE DISCHARGES
The first results from the tunneling of one electron throu
the potential barrier outside the particle, as shown in Fig
for a particle of radiusRp50.4 nm. The second~Rayleigh!
limit reflects the ability of water particles to remain inta
using surface tension forces to counteract the charge re
sion. Silicon atoms are bound together by much larger for
~;5 eV per atom!, so only the first constraint applies to th
silicon particles of interest here. This is evaluated in App
dix C to obtain thex values wherez522, 23, etc. become
stable, and this result is used in the calculation to set the
threshold for each charge state.

C. Particle-density equations

When x exceeds perhaps 50, the SixHm
z ‘‘molecule’’ is

expected to consist of a roughly spherical structure of cro

FIG. 2. Rates for electron attachment,y56 cation attachment
andy51 radical attachment to a SixHm particle of chargez for nS ,
ne , andn1 conditions of Fig. 5~b!, as given in Table I. Charged
particle reactions with silane, and diffusion rates of neutral a
positive particles are also shown for these conditions.

FIG. 3. PotentialV(r ) felt by one electron versus radius~r! from
the center of a Si particle charged by a second electron.V(r ) is
shown for three different particle radiiRp , with a step equal to the
electron affinity~EA! occurring atRp . Tunneling through the po-
tential barrier is shown for the smallest particle. IfV(r ) plus the
interelectron Coulomb repulsion energy (d2) is below 0, both elec-
trons can be attached to the particle.
h
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linked Si atoms with an occasional H within and a primar
H-terminated surface, equivalent to thea-Si:H film. This
structure is generally thought of as a particle and the sma
x values as molecular negative ions or radicals, but for c
tinuity we describe all as a ‘‘particle.’’ Althoughm is ig-
nored in the calculation, it must actually be a value th
prevents the neutral particles from reacting with silane
allows them to react with the film. Thus, they behave
‘‘monoradicals’’ like SiH3 that have a single dangling bond
With the exception of thex,200 anions andx,6 cations,
the charged particles also do not react with stable ga
Largex particles have a largely H-passivated surface, but
as for the film we expect an occasional dangling Si bo
These particles will stick to the film surface due to van d
Waals forces, and eventually incorporate by Si-Si bondin

Most of the anion and cation densities are onx,200 par-
ticles and most of the radical density hasx,10. Thus, col-
lisions of these lighter species~labeled with No. Si5y! and
electrons with other particles~No. Si5x! dominate particle
charging and growth.

For the growth ofx.200 particles, the calculation ha
already produced the densities,n(y,z8), of the lighter par-
ticles that dominate collision rates, and these are distingu
able from the particles undergoing anx→x11 growth step.
Thus, a net collision rateR(x,z)J5Sk(x,z,y,z8)Jn(y,z8),
summed overy and z8, can be defined for each reactionJ.
However, a simplification that speeds the calculation with
significant loss of accuracy forx.200 is to lump ally radi-
cal contributions to particle growth into an equivalent ra
for adding only one Si atom during anx→x11 step. For the
z50 case this is done by using an effective rateR(x,z)R eff
5F(x,z)R(x,z)R1 , whereR(x,z)R15k(x,z,1,0)RRn(1,0) is
the rate due to SiH3 only. The multiplierF(x,z) is given by
Sy51

30 k(x,z,y,0)RRyn(y,0)/k(x,z,1,0)RRn(1,0); it normally
ranges from 1–5 and is nearly independent ofx for x
.200. Thus, the calculation generally usesF(x,z)5F(z)
independent ofx, which minimally alters the results as lon
as the same factor is used below in bothS(x)z andM (x)z,z .
As will be described below, a similar simplifying assumptio
is used for particle growth due to cations.

From Fig. 4, which applies forx.200 where the light
radicals are distinguishable from then(x,z) under consider-
ation, then(x,z) can be obtained from then(x21,z8) den-
sities with a matrix equation of the formdn(x,z)/dt
5S(x)z2M (x)z,z8n(x,z8). This expresses the fact that ea
populationn(x,z) arises from a source termS(x)z due to
transfer from all particles with fewer Si atoms, plus som
termsM (x)z,z8n(x,z8) that represent mixing between adj
cent z values with the samex. The loss ofn(x,z) due to
transfer tox11 and diffusion is contained in the diagon
termM (x)z,zn(x,z). Note that, since only electron,z51 cat-
ion, z521 anion, and neutral-radical collisions are i
cluded, M (x)z,z8 has only diagonal and first off-diagona
nonzero terms. For the steady-state case ofdn(x,z)/dt50
this yields

S~x!z5M ~x!z,z11n~x,z11!1M ~x!z,z21n~x,z21!

1M ~x!z,zn~x,z!, ~1!

where

d
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2694 PRE 62ALAN GALLAGHER
S~x!z5@R~x21,z!R eff1R~x21,z!S#n~x21,z!

1R~x21,z21! IAn~x21,z21!,

M ~x!z,z2152R~x,z21!TX2R~x,z21!ED,

M ~x!z,z1152R~x,z11!EA ,

M ~x!z,z5R~x,z!ED1R~x,z! IX1R~x,z! IA

1R~x,z!S1R~x,z!R eff1R~x,z!EA

1dz,0R~x,0!D1dz,1R~x,11!D .

The ratesR(x8,z8)J refer to a collision that transforms th
x8,z8 particle into anx,z particle by processJ, or to diffusive
loss. With reference to Fig. 4,J5S ~or R! is a collision with
silane ~or a radical!, J5IA is positive ion attachment,J
5IX is ion charge exchange,J5ED is electron-induced de
tachment,J5EA is electron attachment, anddz,0R(x,0)D
and dz,1R(x,11)D terms are neutral and positive partic
diffusion to the electrodes, wheredz,z8 is the delta function.

In Eq. ~1!, M (x)z,z is the relaxation rate for each densi
n(x)z to come to steady state with the density of partic
with one less Si atom. For typical discharge conditions
corresponding time is much less than 1 ms. However, i
important to recognize thatthe total time after discharge
initiation in which the density n(x,z) reaches steady state i
the sum of all1,x8,x decay rates. In essence, each densi
x is delayed relative to thex21 density by a time
@M (x) ^z,z&#

21, where^z,z& refers to a density-weighted ave

FIG. 4. Diagram of the collision processes that cause part
growth, charging, and diffusive loss forx.210 particles. Particles
SixHm

z are shown in boxes labeledx,z and collisional transfer be
tween these is represented by arrows. The collisional rates are
ten asR(x,z) j where j describes the process, andx,z refer to the
initial particle. For the attachment of Si from a radicalj 5R, from a
cation j 5C, from silanej 5S. Anion attachment plays a very mi
nor role in growth and charging, so it is not shown or included
the calculation. For electron attachmentj is EA, for electron detach-
ment j is ED, and for cation charge exchange without attachmej
is IX. Diffusive loss is labeledj 5D. Cation and radical attachmen
are shown as adding a single Si, whereas both add a range
atoms. In the calculation the cation attachment adds six Si and
radical attachment adds one Si at a rate that represents a sum
all radical sizes.
s
e
is

age overz. Sincex can be a very large number, this tot
delay can be quite significant compared to 1 s. Howev
transients will not be described in this paper.

The solution of the~z,z8 matrix! equation M (x)n(x)
5S(x) is n(x)5M (x)21S(x), and in principle one can us
this to iteratively solve for each set ofn(x,z) using the pre-
vious set ofn(x21,z8). However, it is shown in Appendix B
that the ratesR(x,z21)IX and R(x,z21)ED can be deleted
without loss of accuracy, and this removes theM (x)z,z21
term in Eq. ~1!. It is then more direct to carry out th
n(x,z8)→n(x11,z) iteration by consecutively decreasingz
from 11 to 0 to 21, and so forth. This avoids the matri
inversion and is faster.

As x increases the average negative charge on the
ticles increases, but forx,104 or r p53.6 nm the averagez is
less than 3. Thus, onlyz values to;6 are required to estab
lish densities of visible particles, and for much of thex
51 – 104 range a smallerz range is required. Obtaining th
iterative solutions of Eq.~1! to x5104 thus requires only a
few minutes on a PC.

It is also possible to modify the iterative solution to a
integration forx.103 by separating the calculation of charg
ratios at eachx from the calculation of growth and attrition
This is outlined in Appendix D to show how the calculatio
can be extended efficiently and accurately to larger-x values.
This method was used to provide confidence in the accur
of the large-x iterative solutions, but only iterative results fo
x51 – 104 are presented here.

The iterative solutions of the particle-growth equatio
for x,200 are different, since the particle withx Si atoms
and the radical or ion withy Si atoms are frequently indis
tinguishable. Furthermore, the reactions of anx Si-atom par-
ticle with y.x particles is significant, yet then(y,z8) have
not been determined when then(x,z) must be established
This situation, and the method of solution, is treated in de
in Appendix E.

The film-growth rateG is dominated by neutral radica
diffusion, and by generalization of Eq.~A1! to many radicals
is given by

G50.4pL21r21(
y51

30

n~y,0!yR~y,0!D . ~2!

III. RESULTS

We will primarily consider conditions similar to those o
Ref. @3#, as other measurements of particle growth in pu
silane@15# or a silane-He mixture@16# did not observe par-
ticles by light scattering until a rapid agglomeration sta
occurred. Typically r p;5 nm particles agglomerated
whereas at the highest-particle densities covered by this
culation agglomeration ofr p.1 nm particles is just begin
ning to be significant. It is not the purpose of this calculati
to explain such high-particle densities or large-particle
glomeration, which should not occur under devic
production conditions. Thus, the range of conditions repor
here stops short of those that produce such large-par
densities.

Typical experimental conditions in Ref.@3# were nS
51016 cm23, G52 Å/s, LD51.5 cm, andT5300 K, but a
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largerL and lowernS are used in most device production a
the calculation has been carried out forL51.4– 4 cm and
nS50.35– 131016 cm23. The overall G range covered is
from 0.5–10 Å/s, while for eachL, nS combinationG has
been varied to yield a range of large-~visible! particle den-
sity from a high value near the ion density to a negligib
low value. In Fig. 5~a! we show the particle densities vers
x and z, calculated for values ofL and nS in the middle of
this range withG chosen to provide a midrange particle de
sity. To clarify low-x behaviorx51 – 103 is covered in this
figure, and the neutral and cation flux to the electrodes
shown separately. The density of each charged par
n(x,z) is shown as a fraction of totalx particles in Fig. 6 for

FIG. 5. Particle densityn(z) versusx, the number of Si atoms in
the particle, and particle chargez. The diffusion flux ofz50 and
11 particles out of the neutral plasma region is also indicat
where the units are 106 cm23 s21 ~i.e., the flux forx5z50 is ;2
31018 cm23 s21!. The plasma conditions for parts~a! and ~b! are
given in Table I.
-

re
le

the same conditions as Fig. 5~a!. In Fig. 5~b! the anion-silane
reaction rate coefficient has been changed by loweringA of
Eq. ~B6! from 100 @in Fig. 5~a!# to 10. At the same timeG
has been increased;3x to yield similar particle densities a
largex. Conditions are given in Table I.

In Fig. 7 the neutral and ion surface fluxes are combin
and particle densities are plotted fromx51 – 104 (r p
50.16– 3.6 nm). For comparison to particle radius, a part
silicon density of 531022/cm3, or 94% of the crystal silicon
density is assumed; thenx5209(r p /nm3) or r p
50.168x1/3nm.! ThreeG values that yield a large range o
x5104 particle densities are presented in Figs. 7~a!–7~c!; the
conditions and parameters are in Table I. The total part
density, summed over chargen(x) tot is labeled ‘‘Total’’ in
Fig. 7.

The densities in Figs. 5 and 7 refer to particles of sizex,
so they representdn/dx. To changedntot /dx to particle den-
sity per nm of radius, labeled ‘‘Total/nm’’ in Fig. 7,dntot /dx
is multiplied by 1 nm3dx/drp517.8x2/3. Note that
Total/nm is leveling off at the right side of Fig. 7~c!. This
occurs because particle loss is negligible for these condit
at largex, while radical-dominated growth yields a consta
dRp /dt. ~The later results fromdx/dt}r p

2drp /dt and a cross
section for the Si addition that is proportional tor p

2.! Par-
ticles start to grow at all times, so a constantdrp /dt yields a
constant Total/nm in the steady state.

In Fig. 7~b! the Total/nm line is dropping slowly, but ca
easily be extrapolated tox5105 (r p57.8 nm), or even 106

(r p517 nm) by recognizing that it eventually levels out
very largex. In Fig. 7~a! an extrapolation of the Total/nm
line is not as evident, but this particle density is too small

,

FIG. 6. Particle densityn(x)z as a fraction of all particles with
the samex value~the number of Si atoms in the particle!, for thez
values~particle charge! indicated. The plasma conditions are tho
of Fig. 6~a!, given in Table I.
TABLE I. Plasma conditions related to the figures cited. In all casesL52 cm andns5731015 cm23.

Figure
G1

~Å/s!
G

~Å/s! Dp B A
ne

~cm23!
n1

~cm23!
n4

~cm23!

5~a! and 7~b! 1.40 2.00 3.5 2.8 100 1.33108 2.1531010 1.853106

5~b! 2.34 4.00 3.6 2.28 10 2.173108 2.831010 1.83106

7~a! 0.80 0.97 3.0 3.7 100 7.43108 1.5831010 1.53102

7~c! 3.6 6.83 1.3 2.20 100 3.33108 4.931010 8.33109
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2696 PRE 62ALAN GALLAGHER
FIG. 7. Particle densities versusx, the number of Si atoms in the
particle, and chargez where a number~z! is adjacent to the line.
Total refers to a sum of densities overz, and Total/nm is the density
per nm of particle radius. Flux refers to radical plus cati
diffusive-loss flux, in units of 106 cm23 s21. The plasma conditions
for parts~a!, ~b!, and~c! are given in Table I.
be significant. In essence, the competition between gro
and loss forx,104 determines whether or not observab
densities of larger particles occur.

To speed the calculations, anions withz,24 have been
deleted, whereas25, 26, and27 can occur forx.1940,
4300, and 8400, respectively. In Fig. 6 it can be seen
extrapolation that these higher charged ions are not very
portant forx,104. Their absence shifts the data in the Fig
slightly to the right. At the highest reportedn4 , negative
charge carried by large-x particles and these neglected lar
uzu anions become significant. It also becomes difficult to fi
the conditions that yield overall charge neutrality. For t
entire range of parameters, which yield 10 orders of mag
tude in particle density,n151 – 531010 cm23 and ne

50.5– 53108 cm23, with the larger values corresponding
higher particle densities.

In Fig. 8 thex5104 Total/nm particle densityn4 is plot-
ted as a function ofL, nS , and G that yields a universa
behavior for the full range of these parameters.~For eachL
andnS severalG values were used.! This universal curve is
found to be a function ofnS

0.6GL1.5, so it is most sensitive to
changes inL, next toG, and least tonS . As can be seen by
extrapolation in Fig. 7, choosingx5105 or 106 ~r p57.8 or
17 nm! would decrease the lower-density points slightly
Fig. 8, but would not significantly change the pattern. Th
n4 in Fig. 8 fairly well represents the particle sizes (r p
54 – 20 nm) measured in Ref.@3#.

The total steady-state particle density, the integral over p
of Total/nm, is clearly not bounded for the conditions
Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. This results from ignoring, in the stead
state, the time delay from discharge inception until sizer p
appears. In any real discharge, particles drift, fall, or
dragged out of the neutral-plasma region by effects not

FIG. 8. Total particle density~summed overz! with x5104 (n4)
for a range ofNS and L values, whereNS is the silane density in
units of 1016 cm23 andL is the effective electrode gap in cm unit
~L is slightly larger than the actual gap due to a finite radical den
at the boundary.! For eachNS ,L combination,G has been varied to
yield 4 or 5 values ofn4 that span the range of;101– 1010 cm23.
The abscissa is a combination of the parametersNS , L, andG that
cause all of then4 data to group together.
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PRE 62 2697MODEL OF PARTICLE GROWTH IN SILANE DISCHARGES
cluded here, before residing for the long times required
grow to large size.

To test the sensitivity of particle densities to variations
the rate coefficients, the parameterA of Eq. ~B6! was low-
ered from 100 to 10.~As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, th
parameter determines thex cutoff of anion growth due to
silane collisions.! This greatly lowersn4 , so to clarify more
subtle differencesG has been raised about a factor of 3
yield a similarn4 value in this comparison, which is in Figs
5~a! and 5~b! with conditions in Table I. Note that this pri
marily changes then(x,z) for 10,x,100, as might be an
ticipated. But as can be seen in Fig. 8, a factor of 3 along
horizontal axis is a major effect, demonstrating that t
anion-silane reaction is very important.

Another major uncertainty is the neutral-particle si
where electron capture becomes efficient. As can be see
Fig. 1 from the inflection in the slope of the electro
attachment rate coefficients, this occurs atx;300 for the
assumed parameters. The consequence of raising this tr
tion point to x;3000 has also been investigated, again
finding the change inG necessary to yield the samen4 value.
G must be raised a factor of 2.0 to compensate for t
change in attachment probability; again this is a very la
change, implying that the efficiency of electron attachmen
the 10,x,1000 region is quite important.

The calculation has also been tested for changes in
assumed anion-silane reaction rate coefficient,k(y,1)S of
Appendix B. If k(y,1)S50 is used as a limiting case, th
yields SiH3

1 rather than Si6Hm
1 as the dominant cation

Since the cation-particle collision rate varies asy21/2, this
raises the rate of cation charging of particles by;2x. This
causes slightly higher neutral and positive particle fractio
and thus increased particle diffusive loss. A slightly~;20%!
higherG is then required to yield the previous particle de
sity. This is deemed a minor change in particle density fr
a drastic change ink(y,1)S . Since cations make a mino
contribution to particle growth, this is not affected.

IV. DISCUSSION

Before comparing to experiment, we will explain som
features of the results. Referring to Fig. 5~a!, consider first
the neutral ‘‘particles,’’ which as previously noted are rad
cals that react with the surface but not stable gases.
lightest is SiH3, and forx,30 the others result from radica
SiH3 reactions. The densityn(x,0) drops rapidly with in-
creasingx due to rapid diffusion to surfaces, until atx>30 it
reaches the negative ion densityn(x,21). For x.30 the
densitiesn(x,z) with different charges are closely couple
by cation and electron collisions. For this case ofn1 /ne
>200, these rates are about equal and as a resultn(x,0)
>n(x,21) for x.30 ~see Fig. 6!. More precisely, the ratio
n(x,0)/n(x,21) slowly decreases asx increases because th
electron collision rate increases more rapidly~Fig. 2!, since
the electron-repelling surface potential decreases asx in-
creases.

Consider next the anions in Fig. 5~a!, labeledn(21),
n(22), and n(23). The densityn(21)5n(x,21) is
nearly constant fromx51 – 50 due to the SiH4 growth reac-
tion, which is much faster than cation collisional neutraliz
tion. For x.50, this growth reaction slows and the catio
o
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neutralizing rate gradually increases~Fig. 2!, son(x,21) as
well asn(x,0) decrease due to diffusive particle loss to t
electrodes. Notice that asx increases to where a highe
negative-charge state (2N) becomes stable,n(x,2N) rap-
idly reaches a slowly changing ratio of the othern(x,z) ~see
Fig. 6!. This ratio is maintained by electron and catio
charge-transfer collisions, whose rates are much greater
diffusive loss of neutral particles. Thus, the entire distrib
tion of charge decays as a group with increasingx. The frac-
tional decay per growth step is primarily the neutral fracti
times its diffusion rate, divided by az-weighted growth rate.
~This growth rate is almost independent ofz for large x.!
Cation diffusive loss also contributes but is much sma
than the neutral flux since, as can be seen in Fig. 5~a!,
n(x,0)/n(x,1)@1.

Next consider the cations in Fig. 5~a!, labeledn(11) in
the figure. The anion density,n(21) is larger even though
the cations are produced at a much higher rate. This oc
because the SixHn

1-SiH4 growth reaction is very rapid for
x51 ~Fig. 2!. However, asx increases this reaction slow
and essentially terminates forx.6; further growth is due to
collisions with the much lower density radicals. Thus,x
54 – 8 dominaten(11). ~Not all of the SixHm

11SiH4 re-
actions forx<7 have been measured, so the exact posit
of this cation-density peak is uncertain, but its existence
pears to be an inevitable consequence of the published d!
Evidence of such a cation peak has appeared recently@17#,
but is not consistent with measurements of cations that
pinge on the substrate during the discharge. The prob
cause of this is discussed in more detail in Ref.@18#. For x
.50, n(11) also reaches a slowly changing ratio to t
othern(z), as seen in Fig. 6, since electron collisions occ
more rapidly than cation diffusion.

A small discontinuity inn(x,1) occurs atx560– 65 due
to a change in the treatment of cation collisions. Forx,60
contributions from all cations withy between 1 and 60 are
included in the calculation, but forx.60 it is assumed tha
this entire population of cations hasy56 and reacts at an
effective rate equal to the previous sum. Thus, the disco
nuity at x560– 65 is an artifact of a simplification in th
calculation.

Turning now to experimental comparisons, as describ
in the Introduction silicon particle growth has been studied
a number of experiments, primarily at three laboratories. U
fortunately, two of these laboratories utilize silane high
diluted in a noble gas@16,19#. The particle growth chemistry
under those conditions, particularly at high powers wh
much of the silane is dissociated, is totally different than
the low power, silane, or silane-hydrogen discharges utili
to producea-Si:H devices. In addition, they find that partic
growth goes through an agglomeration stage, which does
occur for the discharge conditions of interest here.

In addition to the mass spectrometry measurements
negative ions described in Sec. III. Hollensteinet al. @15#
have studied larger particles~.20-nm radius! in pure silane
rf and VHF discharges by light scattering. They observe t
after a delay of ;50 s, a 23109 cm23 density of r p
'20 nm particles suddenly appears and grows to over 40
within few seconds while the initial density drops by over
order of magnitude. The particle-growth rate and density
trition both then slow for the next 30 s. These observatio
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are similar to those of Ref.@16# and other studies from th
Kyushu laboratory, although the long induction period is d
ferent. Agglomeration is clearly indicated, and probably o
curs because densities of agglomerating particles excee
cation density@20#. Since growth before agglomeration wa
not observed, the present theory cannot be compared to
data.

While the power and pressure conditions used by the H
lenstein group are similar to those used to obtain good q
ity a-Si:H devices, the small-particle densities are mu
larger than in Ref.@3#. We do not have a good explanatio
for this major difference.

At our laboratory we have studied particle growth in pu
silane rf discharges at the low film-growth rates~0.1–0.4
nm/s! appropriate for device production@3#. We measured
r p(t) and np(r p ,t) for particles with r p54 – 20 nm versus
time ~t! after discharge initiation. We observed a nearly co
stant rate ofr p growth, except at very early times. Extrap
lating from the observed growth of 4–20 nm particles ba
to discharge initiation indicates a slightly increased ea
growth rate, which is also seen in the present calculation
results from polarization forces between small charged p
ticles and radicals. This linear growth rate is inconsist
with agglomeration during the observed growth from 4 to
nm radius, or by extrapolation even for smallerr p . The
present calculation is consistent with this, as significant
glomeration only occurs for plasma conditions that yie
very-high-particle densities, at the right side of the data
Fig. 8.

To compare the calculations to Ref.@3# data we must
relate the calculated, steady-statednp /drp to light scattering
observations, which are most sensitive to the largest parti
of a density distribution. It is reasonable to assume that
apparentr p(t) and np(r p ,t) from the measurements repr
sent a weighted average over a population of particles
start growth with equal probability at all times after di
charge initiation. The distribution at timet after discharge
initiation is then given by the integral ofn$r p(t2tstart)% over
tstart, wherer p(t) is the size andn$r p% the density of par-
ticles that have grown to for a timet. This distribution is
weighted by r p

6, the Mie scattering cross section, and
shown in Ref.@3# this yields (r p)apparent>0.85(r p)max, where
the maximum results fromtstart50, and np(r p ,t)apparent
>1 nm•dnp(r p)/drp evaluated at (r p)apparent. Thus, the true
particle-growth rate is 1/.85 times the apparent rate and
reported apparent density atr p is close to the total/nm den
sity at r p reported here in Figs. 5, 7, and 8.

We will first compare to particle-growth rates in Ref.@3#,
but as this is a steady-state calculation additional consi
ations are needed. It is clear that the full time-depend
equation will yield a time delaydt(x) associated with eachx
to x11 step, where 1/dt(x) is the rate of removingx11
particles. This removal rate,M (x)z,z in Eq. ~1!, must be
weighted by the variousn(x)z densities, but for x
.103M (x)z,z is dominated by the radical-induced particl
growth rate that is nearly independent ofz. Calculatingr p(t)
in this manner shows that it is linear int for r p.1.3 nm. The
initial growth is more rapid, such that whenr p(t) is extrapo-
lated to t50 it intercepts the axis atr p>0.8 nm. For r p
.1.3 nm, we obtain
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drpdt544LeG~P/P0!~gp /g f ! ~3!

with L in cm, P051 Torr5133 Pa, andgp andg f are the Si
incorporation probability per SiH3 reaction with the particle
and the film surface. The particle-growth data in regionA of
Fig. 5 and the film-growth data in Fig. 9 of Ref.@3# can be
combined to obtain (drp /dt)/G. When this is done, theG
correction in the Ref.@3# citation, and the31.25 correction
between the apparentr p in Fig. 5 and the maximumr p is
made, the lowest-pressure data~0.28 Torr! yields
(drp /dt)/G equal to;0.6 of Eq. ~3! with gp /g f50.5–1.
This is excellent agreement, or it shows thatgp /g f>1, but
the measured (drp /dt)/G ratio rises withP and reaches
;1.5 times Eq.~3! at the highest pressure of 0.4 Torr. This
still reasonable agreement with Eq.~3!, but it is clear that
something not included in the present theory occurs at
higherP. The higher power data in regionB of Fig. 5 of Ref.
@3# further requires this, as it represents a (drp /dt)/G ratio
several times that given by Eq.~3!.

One possible cause of the increased (drp /dt)/G ratio de-
scribed in the previous paragraph is thatgp /g f changes. This
could result from different particle interactions with particl
versus film; for example, ion bombardment of the film
much more energetic than for the particles, particularly
lower P. This could increase the film reactivity and there
g f at lower P, consistent with the observed trend
(drp /dt)/G. Another possibility, suggested in Ref.@3#, is
that asP andG increase heavier radicals make an increas
contribution to both film and particle growth; these diffu
more slowly to the surface, yielding increased density in
plasma versus flux to the film. However, we note here t
heavier radicals also collide less frequently with particles d
to a lower velocity, and when both factors are taken in
account the net difference is minor compared to SiH3. A
third possibility appears most probable, and is consist
with the higher-radical densities in the present calculati
Radical-radical collisions that yield stable molecules low
the radical flux to the surfaces relative to radical density
the central region where they are formed. This will raise
ratio of particle growth and/or film growth, and it occurs
higher P and G values where the calculation yields a larg
fraction of higher radicals, consistent with the experime
This decrease in radical flux to the electrodes also modi
the relationships betweenG, n(1,0), andne , given in Ap-
pendix A and Eq.~2!. Including this would somewhat in
crease the larger-particle densities in Fig. 8, but the ad
tional complication to the calculation does not appe
justified in view of the many rate-coefficient uncertainties

As noted in Ref.@3#, and is apparent from Eq.~3!, one can
approximately calculate the particle-growth rate without t
present model. The real test of this model is the measu
particle density versus conditions. For this comparison
r p58 nm, particle-density data in Fig. 7 andG data in Fig. 9
of Ref. @3# can be combined to yield apparentnp(r p
58 nm) versusG andnS at L51.5 cm. As noted earlier in
this section, the calculated total/nm particle density atr p is
close to the apparent measured density atr p , so we have
plotted the experimentalnp (r p58 nm) in Fig. 8. There the
theoretical points correspond tor p>4 nm, and somewha
lower values would occur forr p58 nm for the lower-density
points. Nonetheless, it can be seen that the data follows
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same pattern as the theory, and that the range ofnS and G
values studied in the experiment yield a consistent pat
when plotted versus thenS

0.6GL1.5 abscissa of Fig. 8. This is
strong indicator of the validity of this scaling parameter.

In addition to the general scaling behavior, the theoret
points are very close to the data in Fig. 8; even closer if
theory points are lowered to representr p58 nm. No adjust-
ments of rate coefficients have been made to obtain this
agreement, and this is a coincidence. As described in Sec
the uncertainties in many rate coefficients are large eno
to yield a factor of 2 horizontal shift of the theory in Fig.
In addition, recall from Appendix A thatkd and therebyne is
uncertain by perhaps a factor of 3, and may have consi
able dependence onG, which is not included in the theory. I
was also noted earlier in this section thatne is probably
higher for the highernp in Fig. 8, due to radical-radical col
lisions that lowerG relative to silane dissociation. It is als
quite likely that radical-radical collisions are more effecti
at producing higher-x radicals than has been assumed. T
appearance of Si3H8 and Si4H10 as first-order products o
silane dissociation and subsequent radical-silane reac
demonstrates the chains of radical-silane reactions that
occur @12#.

One additional comparison to experiment can be m
using Ref.@2# where particle incorporation into films wa
measured. In Fig. 7~b! particle flux>1013x22/s cm2 in the x
5103– 105 range, and as each particle carriesx Si atoms to
each of two surfaces, the total atom flux to one surface
1012.7x21/s cm2. The flux of Si atoms from particles with
size between x0 and x1 is thus F(x0)
51012.7*x0

x1dx x21/s cm251012.7ln(x1 /x0)/s cm2, and for x0

5103 and x15105, corresponding to the range of partic
sizes observed in films in Ref.@2#, F(x0)>231013/s cm2.
For Fig. 7~b! G52 Å/s, or 1015 Si atoms/s cm2, so for these
conditions the Si atoms deposited in these particles is;2%
of the film volume. Figure 7~a! shows that whenG decreases
about a factor of 2 this flux decreases by;104, and in Fig.
7~c! it increases by a similar factor.@For the particle density
of Fig. 7~c!, which is far above the experimental densitie
the total Si consumed by growing particles greatly exce
that going into film.# In comparison, in Ref.@2# where the
deposition ofRp52 – 8 nm particles onto the growing film
was detected, these represented 1023– 1024 of the film vol-
ume. The experimentalnS , L, andG that yielded this frac-
tion are close to the range of parameters in Ref.@3#, although
T5520 K in Ref.@2#. Thus, as in the comparison to Ref.@3#,
the theory is well within the expected range of agreem
with Ref. @2#; at most a factor of 2 translation along th
abscissa of Fig. 8 is required.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper is to establish a quantita
basis for understanding particle growth and densities in
lane discharges. This has required establishing reason
values for many different types of collisional rate coef
cients, all versus the number of Si atoms in one or b
colliding species. In doing so many assumptions and
proximations have been made, and the rationale for these
been explained. We are certain that many improvements
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corrections to these can be argued or will appear some
but we believe that the general pattern ofr p53.6 nm particle
density (n4) versus plasma parametersP, L, andG seen in
Fig. 8 will remain. However, the actual values of these th
parameters where a particularn4 occurs, or perhaps the cur
vature inn4 versus the abscissa in Fig. 8 will change.

Although theL dependence was not measured, the data
Ref. @3# groups together in Fig. 8 when plotted versus t
combination of parameters that also groups the theore
results. The value of thisP0.6GL1.5 parameter that yields
theoretical particle densities is also close to the experime
value. Although such close agreement is a coincidence
indicates that the basic character and causes of Si par
growth in pure silane discharges has been explained h
The techniques and rate coefficients reported here can
be used to develop understanding of particle growth in sil
mixtures with H2 , argon, and other gases.

There have been several other interesting results from
calculation besides visible particle densities. One is
rather large contribution of higher radicals~containing more
than one Si atom! to both film and particle growth. This
results from radical-radical reactions, and it is most extre
as the plasma parameters move to the right in Fig. 8. Ac
values of film growth due to all radicals~G! versus only
SiH3(G1) are given for several cases in Table I. This i
creasing fraction of film growth from higher radicals, wit
increasingG, may have important implications for film qua
ity.

Another, perhaps surprising, result is that in this neu
plasma region where particles reside, the electron densi
normally 100–300 times smaller than the cation and an
densities. As has been described above, this is the caus
the very large neutral fraction of particles, and thus for t
large particle flux to the substrate under conditions wh
n4.104 or so in Fig. 8.

One clear conclusion from this work is that if ‘‘large’
particles~e.g., with greater than 103 Si atoms! are deleterious
to a-Si:H devices, then the only way to avoid a large flux
the electrodes is to keep the abscissa of Fig. 8 (N0.6L1.5G)
below a critical value. On the other hand, it may be possi
to direct this particle flux to only one electrode or particu
regions of either electrode, and thereby keep them out of
a-Si:H device. Some methods that might achieve this h
been discussed in Ref.@18#. However, these methods do n
prevent the higher radicals from incorporating into films.
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APPENDIX A: DENSITIES OF XÄ1 PARTICLES

Since SiH3 diffuses without reacting with silane and
produced primarily within the central2

3 of the electrode gap
it assumes a nearly fundamental-mode spatial distribut
n(Z)5nc sin(pZ/LD), where n(Z) is an abbreviation for
n(1,0) versusZ and nc is the value midway between th
electrodes.Z is the distance from slightly behind one ele
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trode, sinceLD typically exceeds the electrode gapL by
;10% due to the boundary condition@3#. ~Corrections in this
distribution due to radical-radical reactions are not includ
in the present calculation.! The SiH3 flux to each surface is
D1dn/dZ5D1ncp/LD at Z50 and LD , where D1
[R(1,0)D is the SiH3 diffusion coefficient. It is assumed tha
each SiH3 reaction with the film surface incorporates an a
erage of 0.4 Si atoms in the film@21,22#. Thus, nc
5G1rLD/0.4pD1 , and ;90% of this will be used as an
average across the neutral plasma region where part
reside,

n~1,0!50.8G1rL/D1 . ~A1!

A typical value for G152 Å/s, nS51016/cm3, and LD
51.5 cm isn(1)0>531012/cm3.

The contribution of all radicals to particle growth is take
into account in the calculation by using Eq.~2! for G, and
equivalently 0.4Sxnxkx is the total radical rate of Si-atom
attachment to particles.

The dominance of dissociation in producing film grow
in low-power, pure-silane discharges is well established@12#;
the primary mechanism is that each SiH4 dissociation yields
approximately two SiH3 radicals from H-atom reactions wit
SiH4. ~In addition, it yields about one Si2H6 molecule from
SiH2 reacting with SiH4.! Thus, we assume that each diss
ciation yields two SiH3 molecules, that each of these pr
duces 0.4 Si atoms in the film, and that the dissociation
per cm2 of electrode area isRd5nekdnSL8 wherekd is the
dissociation rate coefficient andL8 is 70% of the electrode
gap. The rate of SiH3-induced Si deposition per cm2 of dis-
charge is 2rG1 , where r is the film silicon density
(531022/cm3), and G1 the growth rate on one electrod
The ne required to yieldG1 is thus

ne>2.5rG1 /kdnSL8. ~A2!

Using the measured dissociation cross section, rf
charge models have provided a range of values forkd that
vary about a factor of 3 from a nominal value of 1029 cm3/s,
where the variations depend on discharge conditions
model assumptions@23,24#. Using this nominal value, which
has an uncertainty of;3x. A typical value, forG52 Å/s,
nS51016/cm3, andL51 cm, isne'108/cm3.

This paragraph explains the anion and cation dens
that occur in the neutral plasma region. Since anions can
escape the plasma, the total anion charge density (n2) will
reach steady state when this charge is being removed a
rate new anions are being formed. The latter is principa
SiH3

2 production by electron collisions with silane, at a ra
per unit volumeRatt5nekanS whereka is the dissociative-
attachment rate coefficient. Anion charge can be removed
electron collisions, but as pointed out by Perrin@11# this is
much slower than anion-cation mutual neutralization in th
discharges. Thus, charge neutralization by positive ions
sentially equalsRatt. As anions build up in the discharge
cation density keeps pace to yield a nearly neutral plas
and this buildup stops, typically in;1 ms, when mutual
neutralization balances SiH3

2 production. In steady state th
total cation density (n1) greatly exceedsne , so in essence
n15n2 . This calculation shows that cation charge is dom
d
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nated byx,100 and anions byx,200, so recombination o
light cations and anions essentially balancesRatt. The re-
combination of this distribution of SiyHj

1 and SixHm
2

should be summed overx andy to obtain the total recombi-
nation rate, and this is done in the full calculation using
x,y-dependentk(x,y) II . However, this mutual neutralizatio
rate coefficient is not very sensitive tox and y within this
range, and a fairly good estimate is obtained with a sing
average value ofkN5831028 cm3/s. This yields a particle
charge neutralization rate ofn2n1kN5(n1)2kN , and overall

n1>~nekanS /kN!1/2, ~A3!

wherene can be obtained from Eq.~A2!. A typical value for
G52 Å/s, nS51016/cm3, and L51.5 cm is n1>
231010/cm3.

APPENDIX B: RATE COEFFICIENTS AND RATES

1. Electron collisions

The cross sections for electron collisions with SiH4, re-
sulting in elastic, inelastic, ionizing, and dissociating pr
cesses, have been measured or inferred from swarm m
surements@11#. In the rf discharge, cycle, and volume
averaged rate coefficients for collisional dissociation (kd)
and dissociative attachment (ka) are needed to model par
ticle growth. Models for these discharges@23,24# have pro-
vided effective rate coefficients for discharge conditio
fairly close to those of interest here. We will use nomin
values,kd5131029 cm3/s andka58310212cm3/s, in the
center of the model results and close to the values rec
mended by Perrin@11#. The present calculation is only sen
sitive to the ratioka /kd , which is relatively insensitive to rf
power and pressure because both processes have a thre
near 8 eV.

Electron collisions with particles are a very important b
little-studied aspect of particle charging, so we will discuss
in considerable detail. These collisions can lead to atta
ment, decreasingz by 1, or to electron detachment~a second-
ary electron!, increasingz by 1. But as noted in Appendix A
this detachment makes a much smaller contribution to r
ing z than cation attachment, so we delete it in the calcu
tion, takingR(x,z)ED50.

Electron attachment to a negatively charged particle
quires that the electron kinetic energy (Ee) be sufficient
to overcome the surface potential f(x,z)5
zq/4p«0r p5E0z(5.9/x)1/3. This leads to the well-known
orbit-limited electron current to the particle i e

5qpr p
2^ve&ne exp(2qf/kTe) @1#. This describes the rate o

electron collisions with a particle, but in order to attach
the particle the electron must lose kinetic energy within
particle, as indicated diagrammatically in Fig. 9. This is a
true for attachment to a neutral particle; the only difference
the lack of a barrier outside the particle. Inside the parti
the electron suffers a combination of elastic scattering
irregularities within and at the surface of the particle, a
inelastic scattering due to excitations of particle phono
SiH bonds, and electron-hole pairs. Trapping an elect
within a crystal Si~c-Si! particle is more difficult than in a
a-Si:H particle because the mean free path for scatte
(lS) is much larger in the former material.~The degree of
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crystallinity may depend on power as well as the gas te
perature.!

In a-Si:H, elastic scattering from Si disorder occurs w
lS'0.5 nm for electron energiesEe near the conduction
band edge, and about 1 nm might be expected for 3
higherEe ~i.e.,Qscatt;2310216cm2!. Bulk a-Si:H film typi-
cally contains H:Si'0.3 at 300 K, and 0.1 at 530 K wher
device films are normally made. The SiH vibrations ha
0.25-eV stretch and 0.078-eV wag modes that are infra
active, indicating a strong dipole moment. Electron exc
tion of these vibrations will relaxEe , probably with a cross
section of ;5310217cm2 at Ee52 – 4 eV, which is the
measured vibrational excitation cross section per H atom
SiH4 and Si2H6. ~This yields a mean free path for vibration
excitationlv513 nm for H:Si50.3.!

Ionization, the creation of an electron-hole pair, has
effective threshold of;1.5 times the band gapEG , and it
has been suggested in ballistic-electron studies that in
the mean free path for ionization, or electron-hole formati
is l;10 nm (E2Eth)

2E21/2 with energies in eV units@26#.
Assuming this also applies to these Si particles, thatEG
;1.6 eV as ina-Si:H or a somewhat quantum-confined sm
c-Si particle, and takingE5Ae1EG>5 eV in the above re-
lation yields l ion;3 nm, whereAe is the electron affinity.
The probability (P1) that the electron causes an ionizati
event before exiting a spherical particle is a complica
problem of random scattering and relaxation, which we w
not do here although some more exacting, related work
ists @27#. Instead, a rough estimate will be obtained by co
sidering the character of one-dimensional diffusion with
actions. The probability of traversing a distancex without an
ionization ~the reaction! is exp(2x/x0), where x0
5(lSl ion/3)1/2'1 nm. ~The characteristic distance forN
ionizations isN1/2 times this.! Of course, this diffusion solu-
tion does not apply to a particle that is smaller thanlS ; the
average straight-line traversal length is then;1.6r p , yield-
ing an ionizationP151.6r p /l ion5r p/2 nm for r p,lS .

Ionization removes 1–2 eV fromEe , temporarily stabi-
lizing the electron in the particle. However, this can be

FIG. 9. Diagrammatic representation of electron capture b
particle ~the path with arrows! due to elastic scattering combine
with inelastic scattering, primarily by forming electron-hole pa
that stabilize by radiative recombination and phonon coupling. T
dashed line is the ground state for one captured electron.
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versed by electron-hole recombination accompanied by e
tion of the extra electron; essentially Auger ionizatio
Radiative electron-hole recombination and vibrational
phonon excitation compete with Auger ejection, to yield
tachment for a fraction of ionization events. For simplici
we assume that this fraction is 1, and test the effect o
smaller value in Sec. III. It is also likely that a significa
fraction of electrons will scatter from all particles, so for a
x we take an attachment probabilityPa50.7P1 . These con-
siderations suggest an attachment probability ofP(x)a
50.7@12exp(2a/1.5 nm)#50.7@12exp(2x1/3/9)#. Note
that P(1)a>0.07 andP(x)a approaches its high-x limit for
x;103.

For x,50 a molecular picture seems more appropriate
electron attachment. Electron attachment to a molecul
normally stabilized by dissociation, and in the present c
of SixHm molecules H or H2 detachment should dominate.
relevant example is the SiH4 dissociative attachment to form
SiH3

2, which starts the negative ion growth process. T
rate coefficient for this process,ka58310211cm3/s, repre-
sents an attachment probability of;331024 per collision
by all electrons, and;331022 for electrons with the;8 eV
required to excite the dissociating state. Asx increases, the
required excitation energy should rapidly drop, and the cr
section at this energy should increase at least as fast ax.
Based on this, a reasonable approximation forPa would ap-
pear to be P(x)a50.7@12exp(2431024xg)# with g
51 – 2. This yieldsP(1)a5331024 and the high-x limit is
approached atx550 ~or 2500! for g52 ~or 1!. To obtain the
previous ‘‘solid’’ result of approaching the high-x limit at
x>103, and the ‘‘molecule’’ result at smallx, we will use

k~x,z!EA5pRp
2^ve&ne exp@2f~x!/Te#P~x!a ,

where

P~x!a50.7$12exp~2431024xg!%. ~B1!

We will nominally useg51, but will also test the sensitivity
to varyingP(x)a in the critical 30,x,103 region. This rate
coefficient is plotted in Fig. 1, and the rateR(x,z)EA
5nek(x)EA is plotted for typical conditions in Fig. 2.

This k(x,z)EA is obviously quite uncertain, but electro
attachment is most significant in the calculation forx.30,
and forx.103 a high probability of attachment appears re
sonable. Thus, this is a significant but not overpowering
certainty.

2. Cation-particle collisions

Collisions of singly charged positive ions, SiyHn
11, with

negatively charged particles, SixHm
2N, are normally de-

scribed by orbit-limited current~OLC! theory@1#, which ob-
tains the neutralization rate coefficient

k~x,z!N
OLC5v rpr p

2~11qf/kT1!

>v1~11y/x!0.5pz~E0 /kT1!r p31 nm,

~B2!

wherev r is the relative velocity andv1 the ion velocity, and
we will use kT15k(300 K)50.026 eV except as noted. I

a

e
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the second part of Eq.~B2! we usedqf5E0z(nm/r p) and
qf/kT1@1. As is customary, the cation radiusa(y)1 was
neglected compared tor p in Eq. ~B2!. For the small particles
of interest here it can be significant, and yielding

k~y,x,z!N
OLC5v1~y211x21!0.5/pz~E0 /kT1!

3@r p1a~y!1#2~1 nm/r p!, ~B3!

wherev1 is the SiH4 velocity.
The OLC theory assumes that the particle and ion rem

charged throughout their orbit and must make contact to
dergo a collision. However, for smallx and y an electron
jump often occurs at a larger radius due to a level cross
between the ion-pair potential and an excited state of
neutral complex. This charge-transfer mechanism, so
times called ‘‘harpooning,’’ was used by Hickman~and oth-
ers previously! to describe mutual neutralization of sma
molecules@25#. Hickman fitted a large number of mutua
neutralization reactions by, in essence, assuming that
electron jump occurred at a radiusr C>0.9 nm~eV/AE)0.4,
where AE is the electron affinity of the negative ion. Th
yields thekN of Eq. ~B3!, but with r p1a1 replaced byr C
whenever the latter is larger. As can be seen from the cha
of slope of k(x,2L)N in Fig. 1, for they56 cation this
occurs forx,16 and yields a maximum difference of abo
a factor of 2 atx51. For particles with2zq charge we
multiply this rate coefficient byuzu, but since multiple
charges only occur forx.60 ther C correction only applies
to z521.

The average cation in the calculation hasy56. Compared
to y51 (SiH3

1) this raisesa(y)1 in Eq. ~B3! by A6 and
lowers the cation contribution tov r by A6, so overall it does
not have a major effect on the ion-attachment~or ion-ion
recombination! rate coefficientk(x,z) IA . These coefficients
for y56 andz521, 22, and23 are plotted ask(x,z) IA in
Fig. 1, and the ratesR(x,z) IA5k(x,z) IAn1 are plotted for
typical conditions in Fig. 2.

A collision between a cation and a negatively charg
particle could yield charge transfer to the ion without atta
ing to the particle. Here we will provide reasons for deleti
this process. First, the ions have at least one dangling
bond and are reactive even without their charge. Thus
appears likely that if they contact the particle they will ins
into a Si-H bond and attach. For ther C.r p1a1 region de-
scribed in the previous paragraph, a fractionf 5@12(r p
1a1)/r C#2 of the orbits yield a charge transfer without co
tact, and thereby without attaching the cation. This is a s
nificant fraction of ion collisions only forx,10, and forx
,6 particle growth by SiH4 collisions is much faster than b
ion or radical collisions. Thus, the distinction between anio
cation neutralization with or without attachment has no pr
tical consequence for smallx. In addition, since radical-
induced growth greatly exceeds ion-induced growth at alx,
this distinction is never important. By settingR(y,x,z) IA

5n1k(y,x,z)N
OLC and R(x,z)EX50 ~EX is the electron ex-

change! the full neutralization rate is obtained while simp
fying the particle-growth equations.

The above paragraph treated cation attachment to n
tively charged particles, obtaining a rate proportional toz
that is 0 for a neutral particle. Here we treat cation atta
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ment to a neutral particle. The dominant interaction betwe
an ion and neutral particle is the polarization potenti
V(R)52C/2R4, whereC5(q2/4p«0)a and a>(4pr p

3/3)
is the particle polarizability since the particle index of refra
tion is much greater than 1. This leads to the familiar Lan
vin rate coefficient for ion-molecule reactions

k~x,0! IA52p~C/2M !1/2>~8310211 m3/s!~r p /nm!3/2

~B4!

whereM is the reduced mass and IA is the ion attachme
The second expression applies for an ion mass ofy56 and a
much larger-particle mass, as is appropriate for the calc
tion. Whenr p exceeds the effective orbiting-capture radiu
k(x,0)IA5v1pr p

2, so we add this hard-sphere value to th
in Eq. ~B4! for the total rate coefficient. This total rate coe
ficient, for y56, is shown in Fig. 1, and the rateR(x,0)IA
5k(x,0)IAn1 is plotted for typical conditions in Fig. 2.

3. Charged-particle collisions with SiH4

As noted in Sec. II B, the growth of negatively charg
particles must compete with neutralization by cation atta
ment, followed by particle diffusion to the surfaces. F
small x this diffusion is very fast and almost all particl
neutralization results in particle loss. Thus, the fraction
initially formed SiH3

2 that survive to become large and o
servable is very sensitive to the growth rate fromx51 to
100. The anion measurements of Hollenstein, Howling, a
associates@28# suggest that this growth rate is very fast d
to collisions with SiH4, so this is very important to modeling
particle growth. By collecting anions SixHm

21 with x
51 – 40 in the afterglow of a pulsed discharge, they ha
clearly established that initial ion growth must occur throu
the process

SixHm
21SiH4→Six11Hm

21~H or H2! products
~B5!

In essence,x→x11 growth occurs much more rapidly tha
collisions with SiHn radicals or cations, so no other explan
tions of the data are possible. They have deduced a
coefficient of k(x,21)S>3310212 cm3/s for small x, and
one interpretation of the data suggests that this value m
apply fromx51 – 40. However, for the discharge modulatio
reported the observed heavier ions may have accumulate
the reactor over many discharge cycles, so another inter
tation is that k(x,21)S>3310212 cm3/s for x,;6, but
k(x,21)S has not been established forx.;6. Conse-
quently, we will estimate an effective value ofx, where
k(x,21)S starts to decrease, from the following reactio
model.

Since SiH4 does not react significantly with the growin
a-Si:H film and the particles are expected to have a v
similar structure and surface H coverage, we do not exp
SiH4 to react with the larger particles. In fact measured p
ticle growth rates require this for ther p.4 nm particles that
were observable by light scattering@3#. One major difference
between a SiH4 collision with a charged particle versus th
a-Si:H film is the electric field around the particle. This p
larizes the SiH4 molecule, leading to the interaction potenti
V(R)S52CS/2R4, where CS5uzu(q2/4p«0)aS and aS
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54.6 Å3 is the polarizability of SiH4 @11#. This yields, for
SiH4 ~radiusaS>1.5 Å! at the particle surface whereR5r p
1aS , V(RS)/kT52160z(x1/310.9)24 for T5300 K. For
z51 this ratio equals 1 atx519.

Another way to estimate the binding energyEB of a SiH4
to a negatively charged particle is to equate it tod(AE)/dx,
where the electron affinityAE is given in Appendix C. This
yields EB /kT538x24/3, which is similar to the previous ex
pression in thex55 – 30 region of interest, and equals 1 f
x515. This additional binding energy can enhance the a
ity of SiH4 to bond to the particle, both by increasing th
surface residence time and by partially overcoming the re
tion barrier. The reaction of a surface Si-H bond with a Si4
Si-H bond, to yield a Si-Si bond plus H2, is on average
exothermic by;0.2 eV, but a considerable reaction barrier
expected since SiH4 does not react efficiently witha-Si:H
surfaces below;1500 K @29#. Thus, it is not apparent if this
extra impact and binding energy can provide a plausible
planation of reaction~B5!. However, it is interesting that thi
fractional enhancement decreases with increasingT, consis-
tent with the familiar observation of fewer particles at e
evated temperatures.

Using the previous paragraph as a guide, the calcula
will use ak(x,21)S that decreases with increasingx, using a
parameter~A! to adjust the falloff rate:

k~x,21!S5k0@12exp~2Ax24/3!#, ~B6!

with k053310212 cm3/s. This is shown forA510 and 100
in Fig. 1, and the typical rate,R(x,21)S5k(x,21)SnS is in
Fig. 2.

Reactions of SixHm
1 cations with SiH4 have been re-

viewed by Perrin@11#. Most of these reactions are very rap
for x,3, but they decrease rapidly for higherx and are too
small to be observed forx.6. Both the reaction rate coeffi
cients and the products are sensitive tom as well asx, and in
manyx,m cases the charged reaction products are not kno
Of course, neutral radical reaction products are not meas
for any x,m case. Thus it is not feasible to keep track of
x,m cations or the radicals that might also result, and t
would immensely complicate the present calculation if
were possible; major approximations are required. Some
ion reaction products have added the Si from the SiH4 and
some have not, but few split into smallerx than the initial
cation. It therefore seems reasonable to take
m-independent rate coefficient for adding one Si,k(x,1)S ,
that smoothly and rapidly decreases fromy53 to 6, while
neglecting any collision-induced decrease iny. The first step
is dominated by SiH3

11SiH4 since SiH2
1 rapidly converts

to SiH3
1 and the other SiHn

1 products of electron collisiona
ionization are minor. Thus, the calculation starts with t
measured value ask(1,1)S and multiplies this by
exp(2x/4)4 to smoothly terminate it byx56. Thisk(x,1)S is
shown in Fig. 1, and the resulting rate for typical conditio
is in Fig. 2. As will be seen below, this leads to an avera
cation mass ofx;6.

4. Radical-radical collisions

Since particles are represented only by the number o
atoms, a collision between neutral particles~radicals! with x
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andy Si atoms will yield product particles withx8 Si atoms.
The rate coefficient versusx8 should represent an averag
over the range of products that result from a mixture
SixHm and SiyHm8 collisions. For smallx andy the expected
x8 distribution is quite complex, and most of it must b
guessed in any event since data is not available. For larx
or y it may be simpler, but some major approximations a
still required. For large-x particles, the important collisions
are with light (y,10) radicals. We have already indicate
above that at thea-Si:H film we will assume that SiyHm
radicals incorporate with a probability (Pr) that is indepen-
dent of y and m, and that this incorporation attachesy Si
atoms. Since a large-x particle should have essentially th
same surface as the film, it is reasonable to make the s
assumption for incorporation of SiyHm into a large-x neutral
particle. Thus, for largex and smally, the rate coefficient
k(x,y)RR for growth to a particle withx1y Si atoms is
PrkHS(x,y), wherekHS(x,y) is the 300 K, hard-sphere rat
coefficient.~The subscript RR refers to radical radical!

k~x,y!RR5Prv relp~r p1ay!2

5Pr4310211$~x12!1/31~y12!1/3%2

3@~x1y!/xy#1/2 cm3 s21, ~B7!

wherev rel is the relative velocity,r p is the heavy-radical, and
ay is the light-radical radius. This is shown versusx for y
51 in Fig. 1, and the resulting rateR(x,1)R is in Fig. 2 for
typical conditions.

The other important radical-radical collisions are tho
with x51 – 10 andy51 – 10, as these determine the mixtu
of small radicals. Radical-radical collisions are very exoth
mic, so they are expected to occur with gas-kinetic rates
indeed do so where they are measured. However, there
many possible product radicals, many of which are expec
to rapidly react with one or more SiH4, adding Si atoms but
sometimes producing a stable higher silane. The overall
fect should be to increase radical size part of the time,
producing a mixture ofx8.x or y radicals. In the most im-
portant case of the SiH31SiH3 reaction, one produc
(SiH21SiH4) yields only stable gases, while Si2Hm1H and
H2 with m52 – 5 yieldsx852 and 3 radicals~some after
radical-silane reactions!, often accompanied by an addition
SiH3 after the H reacts. Thus, it appears as reasonabl
anything else to assume that the average effect per
kinetic collision is that a fractionPr of all reactions leads to
x5x1y and all others have no effect. The obvious adva
tage of this simplification is that it is the same assumpt
used above forx@y, so Eq.~B7! applies for allx andy.

As already noted, in the calculation we use the same pr
ability Pr for Si incorporation into particles and film. A
long as this is done the results are largely independent of
actual value ofPr . The visible-particle growth rates ob
served in Ref.@3# at low P and G are consistent with this
assumption of a similarPr for film and particles, although
changes occurred at the higherP andG studied where higher
radicals and radical-radical collisions are important. W
therefore assume this here, takingPr50.4 from measured
SiH3 incorporation probability intoa-Si:H film @21,22#.
~Note that this is the probability of Si incorporation per r
action, not the reaction probability per surface collision.!
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5. Ion-radical collisions

The long-range SiH3 interaction with a~zq! charged par-
ticle is essentially the same as that of SiH4, described in Sec
3 of this Appendix. The resulting Langevin rate coefficient

k~x,z!L52p~CR/2M !1/2, ~B8a!

whereM is the reduced mass,CR5uzu(q2/4p«0)aR andaR
54.6 Å3, the polarizability of SiH4, is assumed. For SiyHm
radicals with y.1 the radical polarizability and mass a
both approximately proportional toy, so the samek(x,z)L is
used. When the particle radius greatly exceeds the effec
radius for orbiting capture, the hard-sphere cross section@Eq.
~B7! without the Pr factor# applies, and is added to th
Langevink to obtain ak(x,y,z) IR that is reasonably valid fo
all x,y,z,

k~x,y,z! IR5k~x,z!L1kHS~x,y!. ~B8b!

This rate coefficient is plotted versusx in Fig. 1 for y51
and z521 and 22, and the rate R(x,21,z) IR5
k(x,1,21)IRn(1,0) is plotted for typical conditions in Fig. 2

6. Diffusion rates

The neutral-particle diffusion rate will be taken as t
fundamental-mode rate for particle diffusion in silane, whi
is R(x,0)5D(x,0)(p/LD)2, whereD(x,0) is the diffusion
coefficient,LD5L12DL, L is the electrode gap, and 2DL is
a small added length due to a finite density at the bound
Except forx,3 at low L andP, 2DL is insignificant and it
will be deleted below.~An experimentalLD should be
matched to theL used in this model.! D(x,0)5l(x)v(x) r /3
is used, wherel(x)5(Qx,0nS)21 is the (z50) particle mean
free path between silane collisionsv(x) r5vS(11x21)0.5 is
the relative velocity, andvS the silane velocity. WithQx,0
5p(r p1aS)2 the overall result is

R~x,z50!D5~p/3!vS~11x21!0.5L22~r p1aS!22nS
21

51.73104 s21~11x21!0.5

3@~x12!1/311.4#22L22NS
21, ~B9!

whereNS5nS /(1016/cm3) andnS is the silane density.
Cations drift rapidly to the electrodes once they enter

sheaths, which typically extend;20% of the electrode
gap from each electrode. If one assumes no electric fi
within the ‘‘neutral plasma’’ region, thenR(x,1)D
5D(x,1)(p/LS)2 where LS is the width of the neutra
plasma region, andD(x,1)5(Qx,znS)21v(x) r /3 with Qx,z
equal to the Langevin plus hard-sphere cross sections. H
ever, residual fields that accelerate the thermal cations
ward the sheaths normally exist within the quasineu
plasma region, and the actualR(x,1)D will normally exceed
this value. The size of this effect is not known, but the sa
field acts on all cations and mobilities are proportional
diffusion coefficients, so we will account for it by multiply
ing R(x,1)D by a single factorDp . Electron collisions with
silane produce cations at a considerably greater rate
anions, so most cations are lost by diffusion.~An exception
occurs at very highP, L, andG, where electron attachmen
ve

y.

e

ld

w-
o-
l

e

an

to radicals is important.! Thus, we adjust the factorDp to
yield charge neutrality; in practiceDp is usually 1–5. Sum-
marizing,

R~x,1!D5Dpv r@3nS~QHS1QL!#21~p/LS!2 ~B10!

is used, where the hard-sphere cross sectionQHS andQL are
given ~as rate coefficients! in Eqs. ~B7! and ~B8a! and LS

50.6L will be used. Note thatR(x,1)D}x20.5 for the small-x
values that contribute most of the positive ion loss. The
diffusion rates are shown forDp51 and typical conditions in
Fig. 2.

APPENDIX C: MULTIPLE CHARGING OF PARTICLES

V(r ) outside the particle in Fig. 3 is the Coulomb pote
tial felt by one electron when a second is centered within
particle. When the second electron penetrates the partic
r 5r p the electron affinityAE is subtracted andVin5V(r p)
2AE(r p). We takeAE(r p) for Si particles from Fukuzawa
et al. @30#, whose result can be represented asAE

5(4.05– 2.9x21/3) eV. In thex550– 1000 region of primary
interest here this yieldsAE53.3– 3.8 eV. As indicated in the
figure, Vin is assumed constant within the particle and t
extra Coulomb-repulsion energy is evaluated as (e2/4p«r 12)
averaged over uncorrelated electrons uniformly distribu
within the particle. The electron kinetic energy associa
with confinement is neglected as relatively unimporta
Generalizing toz total electrons,V(r )out5(z21)q2/4p«0r
5E0(z21)(1 nm/r ) with E051.44 eV. In calculating the
Coulomb repulsion energy (dz) we initially assume that the
dielectric constant is that of bulka-Si:H, for which «
512«0 similar to crystal Si. We then obtaindz50.12z(z
21)(1 nm/Rp) eV for z uniformly distributed electrons
within the particle.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, ifVin1dz,0 the electrons in-
side the particle are stable against tunneling out. A calcu
tion shows that ifVin1dz.0 tunneling will occur in a very
short time compared to particle-growth rates, so the crite
for stable charging toz electrons isV(r p)2AE(r p)1dz(r p)
,0. This requires r p/1 nm.0.35(z21)10.028z(z21)
10.12, wherex5209(r p/1 nm)3, which yields x2530, x3

5200, x45720, x551900 ~r p250.53 nm, r p351.0 nm, r p4

51.5 nm, r p552.1 nm! for the critical x and radius of the
first few multiple charges, where the subscript isz. However,
«'6«0 is more appropriate for the crystal Si,z52 case of
only 30 Si atoms@31#, and an even smaller« may apply to
a-Si:H so we will instead usex2560, r p250.66 nm for the
double-charge limit. It can be seen in Figs. 5–7 that a re
tively small fraction of multiply charged particles occur forx
values near the limiting values. As a result, the calculation
not very sensitive to this exact size. However, these are m
smaller limits than are common in the aerosol field, whe
water droplets have weaker intermolecular binding and
smaller «. They are also much smaller than suggested
these Si particles in Ref.@32#.
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APPENDIX D: INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR LARGE- X
PARTICLES

The charge ratiosf (x)z5n(x,z)/n(x,0) are obtained by
ignoring thex changes associated with the charge-trans
processes in Fig. 4, yielding

dn~x,11!/dt5R~x,0! IAn~x,0!@R~x,11!D

1R~x,11!EA#n~x,11!,

dn~x,0!/dt5R~x,21! IAn~x,21!1R~x,11!EAn~x,11!

2@R~x,0!D1R~x,0!EA1R~x,0! IA#n~x,0!,

dn~x,21!/dt5R~x,22! IAn~x,2!1R~x,0!EAn~x,0!

2@R~x,21!EA1R~x,21! IA#

3n~x,21!, etc. ~D1!

For steady state the left side of equations~D1! are 0, and
particle growth and loss is then calculated using ax→x11
transfer rate Tr(x) and diffusive loss rateL(x),

dF~x!/dx52@11Tr~x!/L~x!#21F~x!, ~D2!

where

Tr~x!5n~x,0!(
z

f ~x!z@R~x,z!R1R~x,z!S1R~x,z! IA#,

L~x!5n~x,0!@R~x,0!D1R~x,11! IA / f ~x!11#.

Here F(x)5n(x) tot Tr(x) is the x→x11 flux and n(x) tot
5Sn(x,z) summed overz. The approximations in Eqs.~D1!
and~D2! are appropriate at largex, where comparing result
to the iterative solution yields excellent agreement forx
.104. Agreement is also obtained for 102.x.103 if a mi-
nor correction is applied to thef (x)z ratios to allow for the
finite x range over which each anion~of charge2z! reaches
a steady-state ratio after it initially appears.

APPENDIX E: PARTICLE-GROWTH EQUATIONS
FOR XË200

For x,200, the ‘‘particle’’ with x Si atoms and the radi
cal or ion with y Si atoms are frequently indistinguishabl
For x,30 each neutral radicalx8 is formed by radical-
radical reactions and by cation-anion neutralization, in e
case withx1y5x8. ~Recall that cation-electron neutraliza
tion is small and ignored.! The x8 radical is lost by reaction
with all other radicals, by electron attachment and by dif
sion to the electrodes.~Anion and cation attachment yiel
very minor loss rates, and are ignored here.! Thus, for x
51 – 60, each iteration uses

n~x,0!5H (
y51

x21

k~y,x2y!RRn~y,0!n~x2y,0!/2

1R~x21! IAn~x21,21!

1R~m!EAn~x,1!J LO~x!21, ~E1!
r

h

-

where the loss rate is

L0~x!5 (
y51

30

k~y,x!RRn~y,0!1R~x!EAne1R~x,0!D .

The cationx8 similarly results from radical-cation colli-
sions withx1y5x8 assumed, plus silane collision with th
x21 cation. It is lost, with rateL1(x8), by electron attach-
ment, silane collision, diffusion to the sheath, collision
neutralization with all anions, and growth by collision wit
all radicals. Thus, each iteration uses

n~x,1!5 (
y51

x21

k~x2y,y! IRn~x2y,0!n~y,1!

1R~x21,1!Sn~x21,1!L1~x!21, ~E2!

with

L1~x!5R~x,1!EA1R~x,1!D1R~x,1!S

1 (
y51

30

k~y,x! IRn~y,0!1 (
y51

200

k~y,x! IIn~y,21!.

The anion growth equation for each iteration is

n~x,21!5 (
y51

x21

k~x2y,y!ARn~y,0!n~x2y,21!

1R~x21,21!1R~x,0!EALA1~x!21, ~E3!

where the loss rate is

LA1~x!5R~x,21!S1 (
y51

30

k~y,x!ARn~y,0!

1 (
y51

100

k~y,x! IIn~y,1!.

Iteratively solving Eqs.~E1!–~E3! for each step ofx
52 – 60 requires already knowingn(y,0) for y51 – 30,
n(y,1) for y51 – 100, andn(y,21) for y51 – 200. This
quandary is solved by assuming an analytic form for ea
n(y,z), using this to evaluate the sums inL0(x), L1(x), and
LA1(x), iteratively solving Eqs.~E1!–~E3! for x52 – 60, and
comparing the resultingn(x)z to the assumed values. Th
parameters in the analytic forms are then improved and
iteration is repeated until the solution closely resemble
assumedn(x,z). This procedure is much easier than
sounds, first because then(x,0) for x51 – 30 are almost en
tirely determined by radical-radical reactions and radical d
fusion @Eq. ~E1! with R(m)EA5R(x21)1A50#. The ap-
proximationn(x,0)5n(1,0)x2B yields an excellent fit to the
full solution for x51 – 10, which covers the significant rad
cals. NormallyB52 – 4, with a larger value corresponding
smallerG, P, or L. Next, the rapid anion-silane reaction lea
to a nearly constantn(x,21) for x51 – 100, followed by a
rapid decrease for largerx. Thus, for the purpose of calcu
lating the anion sum inL1(x), it is sufficient to assume
n(x,21)5n2/100 for x51 – 100, andn(x.100,21)50,
wheren2 is the total anion charge. This approximation lea
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to rapid convergence becausek(y,x) II varies quite slowly
with y @seek(1,x) II in Fig. 1#. Finally, the cation-silane re
action leads to a major peak inn(x,1) nearx56 ~Fig. 5!, and
k(x,y) II varies slowly with y, so assuming n(x,1)
5n1 d(y– 6) yields a very good initial approximation to th
sum inLA1(x), wheren1 is the total cation charge.

For x.60, carrying out any of the sums in Eqs.~E1!–
~E3! is cumbersome, time consuming, and unnecessary s
they are slowly varying functions ofx. So forx.60 we also
replace the~source! sums in the numerators of Eqs.~E1!–
~E3! with approximations. Since radicals yield the most p
ticle growth, the most important approximations are

(
y51

x21

k~y,x2y!RRn~y,0!n~x2y,0!/2

5k~1,x21!RRn~1,0!MR , ~E4!
B.

pl

pl

a
r-

ts
f
C
2

ms

pl

ci

p

y

s.

a,

A

ce

-

and

(
y51

m21

k~x2y,y! IIn~x2y,0!n~y,1!

5k~1,x21! IRn~1,0!M1n~x21,1!

1k~x26,6! IRn~x26,0!n1 . ~E5!

In Eq. ~E4!, the use of a constant multiplierMR , indepen-
dent ofx, is valid for largex. It typically underestimates the
exact multiplier by;1% byx5100, but this has a negligible
consequence if the same factor is used in both the nume
and denominator@L0(x)# of Eq. ~E4!. This also applies to
the constant multiplierM1 of Eq. ~E5!, which represents the
light radical part of the cation growth, and loss inL1(x). The
remaining term in the approximation of Eq.~E5! comes from
the light ions.
T.
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